Swimming crossword

Clues

Across
1. The arm is this as it brushes the ear in backstroke. (8)
3. Water makes you____.(3)
5. Type of rescue. (5)
7. Opposite east. (4)
11. Swimmers with long wear should wear a____.(3)
13. Fine, ____, finest. (5)
14. Opposite of ‘out’. (2)
16. If it is not ‘in front’ it is____.(6)
17. Top part of the leg. (5)
19. In backstroke the little finger goes into the water_____. (5)
20. After swimming you should ____your hair. (4)

Down
1. To get flat in the water you must____. (7)
2. This acts like the blade of an awe.(4)
4. Opposite of 7 across. (4)
6. This should be close to the chest when swimming backstroke.(4)
7. What you swim in. (5)
9. Another word for ‘to care for’. (4)
10. Deep sea divers go to great____. (6)
12. Past tense of eat_____.(3)
13. The little on enters the water first in backstroke. (6)
15. This leaves the water first in backstroke. (5)
16. In breaststroke you use____legs together. (4)
18. Opposite of ‘out of’. (4)